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The innovation meetings are back! 
 

Let's meet on June 10 and 11 at the Technoparc of the Le Mans 24 hour circuit 
 

 

Respecting current health rules, the 13th edition of the International Business Days Le Mans 2021, a 
technological meeting for innovation in the transportation sectors, will probably be one of the very first 
professional events to take place again in physical. It is timeliness for the participants to fill up on business 
opportunities. 
 
Essential for boosting its commercial activities and meeting potential suppliers after a period of reduced 
activity, these two days offer a rich and varied programme combining business and motorsport. 
Transforming the challenges that structures have been facing for almost a year into opportunities for the 
new year allows us to move forward. 
 
We look forward to bringing the industry community together again by meeting next June in a unique 
framework for the event dedicated to innovations in the transportation and motorsport sectors. 
  
Over the weeks, the programme of these days becomes clearer to bring out highlights, articulated around 
1to1 pre-arranged meetings, discoveries of exceptional know-how, demonstrations, conferences, 
roundtable as well as meetings with engineering students. 
Besides, Yves Courage will exhibit, as every year, one of his racing car which excelled at Le Mans 24 hour 
race. 
 
The FLConsulting organisation team is at your disposal to answer any questions you may have about the 
convention either by phone + 33 6 82 56 45 80 or by email at 2021@ibdlemans.com after visiting the 
event's website www.ibdlemans.com. 
 
Thank you for participating, supporting, and promoting the 13th edition of the international business 
convention. 
 

…. and block these new dates quickly in your diary to see us at Le Mans! 
 

Media contact:  François Lassalle       2021@ibdlemans.com       +33 6 82 56 45 80 
 

 

About the International Business Days Le Mans 
 

Since 2008 …. 
+ than 5000 personalized meetings     96% of the participants appreciated the concept     15 countries are represented 
+ than 1200 participants                        35% are regular participants       70 business expertise 

  

PRACTICAL INFORMATION  
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